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Concurrent Technologies Corporation Listed in WashingtonTechnology Magazine’s
Annual Ranking of “Top 100 Government Contractors”
Johnstown, PA, May 23, 2008 – For the second consecutive year, Concurrent Technologies Corporation
(CTC) has been listed in WashingtonTechnology magazine’s ranking of Top 100 Government Contractors
as reported in the May 12, 2008 issue.
Daniel R. DeVos, CTC’s President and CEO said, “Our recognition in WashingtonTechnology is not only a
tribute to CTC’s growing national reputation but also a testament to the dedication of our employees who
continually strive to meet the growing needs of our clients. We are pleased to once again be included in
this prestigious Who’s Who that is recognized and widely-read by key government and industry officials
and professionals.”
CTC is listed under the Professional Services industry sector. Additional sectors include Communications
Equipment, Consulting, Defense, Engineering Services, Hardware, IT Services, Research, Satellite
Communications, Systems Integration, Telecommunications, and Value-Added Reseller. Companies were
evaluated on how they solve customers’ problems, support critical missions, decrease costs, and provide
technology-rich products and services to the federal government.
WashingtonTechnology is described as the national magazine for government contractors and focuses on
the business of delivering technology and services to government, with an integrated media platform that
serves the information needs of over 40,000 government contractors, systems integrators, resellers, valueadded resellers, and IT service providers. The magazine’s annual “Special Report – Top 100 Government
Contractors” is its most read issue.
In determining this annual ranking, WashingtonTechnology utilizes information from the Federal
Procurement Data System (FPDS). A total of 702 product service codes (PSCs) to represent technologyrelated contract actions are used. This year, the list was refined to remove construction-related work in
order to focus on high-tech contracting and does not include contract actions from the Federal Aviation
Agency, intelligence agencies, U.S. Postal Services, or other quasi-government agencies. It also does not
include any subcontracting revenues.
Concurrent Technologies Corporation (CTC) is an independent, nonprofit, applied scientific research and
development professional services organization providing innovative management and technology-based
solutions to government and industry. Established in 1987, CTC operates from more than 50 locations with
a staff of over 1,400 employees. As a nonprofit organization, CTC conducts impartial, in-depth scientific
and technology-based assessments and delivers reliable, unbiased solutions that emphasize increased
quality, enhanced effectiveness, and rapid technology transition and deployment. We offer a broad range
of services and capabilities, coupled with real-world experience. CTC’s core strengths are in the areas of
advanced materials and manufacturing; energy and environmental sustainability; force readiness; and
command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR).
For more information about CTC, visit www.ctc.com.

